
Supreme II Extension Cable Installation Instructions 

1. To install your new Supreme II Control Ext. Cable w/Connectors, begin by identifying which end 

goes into the existing wire harness and which end goes to the Supreme II Control® Switch box. 

 

 The connector on the left will be attached using the existing Fuse holder coming from 

the wire harness  

2. In line with the Power(Red) wire is a fuse holder, in order to separate the fuse holder pieces 

push together the two parts and rotate so the notch slides to the left and releases the two 

pieces exposing fuse 
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3. Once separated, remove fuse and attach to the extension cable top piece shown here 

 

4. Now the fuse pieces need to be attached by aligning the notch with the opening, push the 

pieces together and slide the notch to the right 

 

5. Now that the Power(Red) wire has been attached from the wire harness to the extension cable, 

the Ground(Black) wire needs to be connected. There are several ways to do this 

 Butt splice – This type of connection will give a secure hold but will need to be further 

protected if the splice will be exposed to the elements by wrapping the splice with 

electrical tape or heat shrink. Some butt splice connectors will come with heat 

shrinkable ends which will negate the need for any extra protection if being placed on 

the outside of the vehicle 



 

 Quick splice – As with the butt splice a quick splice is a simple and secure way to connect 

two wires together. This connection will also need to be wrapped in electrical tape or 

heat shrink added if the connection will be exposed to the elements 

 

 Solder and Heat Shrink – This is the most secure way to connect the two wires together, 

this too will also need to have heat shrink added regardless if the connection will be 

inside or outside of the vehicle. 

6. After both the Power(Red) and Ground(Black) wires have been attached together installation of 

the Supreme II Control Ext. Cable w/Connectors is complete. Simply attach connector from 

extension cable to the Supreme II Control® Switch box to begin using your STL® product. 

 


